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Introduction
The staley.bundle.pdf was generated from the scans of 53 A4 pages from various sources.
The number system here gives the number of the page in the electronic document and not the
numbers printed on the pages themselves. The dates in many documents (25/09/2017) on the top
left refer to the time at which documents were printed out for the compilation of the bundle and
should not be confused with other timestamps in the document.
The bundle shows that Jes Staley is involved with elite paedophile rings, particularly those
connected to Jeffrey Epstein, further that Parliament & Staley together covered up the fact he won
his position as CEO of Barclays by capitalizing upon those paedophile rings. His ability to
blackmail the government is reflected in his response to the email which shows contempt for the
facts that incriminate his bank for gold rigging frauds.
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Law Society Gazette - 21 August 2017. Linklaters drop Barclays as a client.
Email to Jes Staley informing him of gold rigging frauds+perjury
Response from Staley via Greg Owen
Excerpt from Page 84 of Epstein's Black Book, listing Jes Staley
FOIA proves Parliament lied to the Daily Mail (pages 15-19) regarding Staley's
appointment.
Email to MPs regarding the FOIA.
Daily Mail article exposing Staley's relationship with Jeffrey Epstein. The FOIA
in pages 9-11 confirms Parliament lied about intending to quiz Staley. Epstein in that
article is alleged to have threatened the UK if the government refused to appoint
Staley.
Staley listed as executive for Robin Hood Foundation.
Third party allegations against Anthony Jenkins, former CEO of Barclays and his
ex-wife accused of running elite paedophile ring involving Qatari VIPs. While the
validity of the story has not been established, the allegations are consistent with the
general narrative and should be testable by cross-examination of the parties named in
the article.
Staley reported by Reuters 8 Feb 2017 for conspiring to keep frauds secret from the
board of Barclays. An attempt was made to discover what was kept secret in FOIA
request FOI5239 to the FCA but was refused. Court action may be needed to force
the FCA to respond constructively. At the bottom of that article are allegations Staley
abused his position at Barclays to do personal favours for his brother-in-law.
Jes Staley attended GMHC Gala on March 23 2017 to celebrate Bill Clinton's
involvement with Gay rights. Note: independent parties allege Bill Clinton is a
homosexual paedophile.
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Jan 25th 2017 from ZeroHedge exposing Bill Clinton's involvement in the
the Haiti child trafficking ring run by Laura Silsby.
Daily Mail article dated 2 Feb 2010, exposing Laura Silsby's child trafficking ring in
Haiti. Silsby trafficked orphans and kidnapped children from families – who
were thus not orphans.
Reuters article 6th Feb 2010 first showing Bill Clinton's involvement in the Haiti
trafficking ring.
TruthFeed article Nov 9 2016. TruthFeed here reports on Wikileaks copies of Hillary
Clinton's emails showing she personally liaised with Silsby and Silsby's lawyer from
2001 onwards. Silsby's lawyer was Jorge Puello Torres, himself a convicted sex
trafficker. The article refers to a Wikileaks publication that shows Clinton was
computing the price of trafficking each child.
Washington Times May 14 2016 article showing Bill Clinton had used Epstein's
Lolita Express 26 times.
Fox New 6 July 2016 reporting that Jeffrey Epstein claimed to have helped found the
Clinton Foundation. The report also details the seriousness of the allegations against
Epstein before he took a plea deal. The original charges including trafficking children
for use in a sex ring, witness tampering and money laundering. It is interesting to see
that Epstein was one of the Swiss account users for HSBC. In that article $81
million was identified as having been transferred from the Swiss accounts to the
Clinton Foundation.
Barclays publication 26 Sep 2013 – title says it all: Antony Jenkins speaks at the
Clinton Global Initiative Annual Meeting. Integrity?

